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Anyone wishing to contribute articles, photos,
information or suggestions to YogAfrica
may contact the editor on 082 332 3310,
tgeyve@gmail.com.

EDITOR’S NOTE
Dear members
Welcome to your spring edition of YogAfrica. Please read on to find out more about
upcoming Iyengar yoga events in your area.
We are looking forward to welcoming Corine Biria to Cape Town and Johannesburg
this month. We’d love you to join in this learning and fellowship opportunity.
It is with gratitude that we enclose in this newsletter the names and faces of your
committee members in each region in Southern Africa. Thank you to each person on
the committees for your dedicated work to our South African Iyengar Yoga Institute.
Thank you for the contribution of the articles and comments from you since the April
newsletter.
There is a group of 40 South Africans who will be attending a special Centenary
celebration at the Ramamani Iyengar Memorial Yoga Instiute, Pune in October this
year. This occasion will be one of the celebrations to mark 100 years since Guruji’s
birth. May it be an enriching experience and please bring back your news and photos
for me to share in our December issue of YogAfrica.
Many Yogic Blessings to Lauren Rycroft and her partner on the birth of their beautiful
baby boy. Rahle Dusheiko has helped us with the design of this edition of YogAfrica –
we are very grateful, Rahle, that you can step in while Lauren bonds with her baby!
With love
Namaste,

Toni
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Indian Philosophy
In A Nutshell
By FIROOZA ALI

Yoga Rahasya, Vol. 3, No. 1

It is not our purpose here to attempt to study
the intricacies of Indian philosophical thought
nor is it an attempt to make comparative notes
about the various philosophical systems. It
is only an attempt to present to the novice
a simple and concise understanding of the
development of Indian philosophy and the
essence of its thought.
Definition of Philosophy?
Etymologically, philosophy (philo = love;
sophy = wisdom) is the 'love of learning’ or the
"love of wisdom". Basically, all philosophy is
speculative but Indian philosophy is more than
just an effort at speculation.
Basis of Indian Philosophy
Indian philosophy is darsana (vision or
revelation) — a direct, immediate and intuitive
vision of reality. This reality or truth is revealed
in the Vedas, which form the origin of Indian
philosophy. The Vedas express 'revealed
truths' which can be 'known' intellectually by
studying the scriptures. Their actual absorption
or 'realization' can only be experienced. An
immediate experience may have no logical
sequence or explanation and may be bordering
on the mystical. Such an experience is often
termed as a 'spiritual experience'. It is this
intensely spiritual aspect of Indian philosophy
that differentiates it from its Western
counterpart which is more of a speculative and
intellectual quest for truth.
According to Indian philosophy, truth
can only be revealed through the experience
of living. The Indian does not start with the
belief that there is something new to be known
or discovered because all has been revealed
in the Vedas. Speculation is only an attempt
at understanding, reorganization and representing these revealed truths. Philosophy

in India has never been considered as an
intellectual exercise aimed at satisfying our
theoretical interest.
Essence of Indian Philosophy
The key-note of Indian philosophy is SelfRealization often termed as 'liberation', 'mukti',
or 'moksha'. This stems from the assumption
that the soul suffers in bondage which leads
to pain. Liberation implies the overcoming
obstacles which hinder the revelation of truth.
Types of Afflictions (Obstacles) Causing
Physical and Mental Sufferings
• Adhyatmika – caused by natural & intraorganic causes.
• Adhibhoutika – caused by natural &
extra-organic causes.
• Adhidaivika – caused by super-natural &
extra-organic causes

When these obstacles are removed, there
is realization of supreme happiness. This
experience is the ultimate goal of existence.
Means of Achieving 'Self-realization’
The means of self realization accepted by
almost all the schools of Indian philosophy are,
Shravana, hearing truth; Manana, intellectual
convictures after critical analysis; Nididhyasa,
practical realization.
Having employed these means, the end
must follow. What follows is the ‘darsana' or
the 'revelation' - a vision of the 'Truth'. Such
an experience, say the Sages, is undefinable.
It is infinite and boundless and no words
or language can adequately describe it. Any
affirmation would only lead to the negation of
YOGAFRICA SEPTEMBER 2018
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its opposite 'neti-neti’, say the Seers. It is not
this and not that. Hence, the only language
that can express such an experience is one of
Silence where there is no room for speculation.
Indian Philosophy and The Common
Man
For the execution of the ordinary man, Indian
philosophy points out to a variety of avenues
suitable to various different mentalities in
search of ultimate realization of the Self.
Paths of Self-Realization
• Karma Marga or the way of work and
rituals for the man who understands
through symbolic rites and adhering
to principles.
• Jnana Marga or the way of the
refined intuitional perception that
takes precedence over reason, for the
man of high spiritual evolvement.
• Bhakti Marga or dedication and
devotion for the theistic minded,
capable of simplicity and total
submission.

Origins of Indian Philosophy
Indian philosophy can easily be traced to the
four Vedas (Rig, Yajur, Sama, Atharva) which
have no authors but is a compilation made by
over four generations of seers. The latest date
which can be ascribed to the Vedas is 1500 BC.
The term 'Veda' means Mantras (hymns)
and Brahmanas (prose). Brahmana originates
from the word Brahman which means prayer
and they include the complicated ritualism of
the Vedas.
The Vedas are polytheistic where the
different Gods personify the different powers
of nature. They are worshipped individually
or in groups. This is anthropomorphic
polytheism.
The Vedas talk of Hiranyagarbha who is
'Prajapati’, the Lord of all creatures. He arose
in the beginning and is the only King of the
entire universe. He rules over the mountains,
the seas and the rivers; governs over man and
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beasts and his commands are followed by other
Gods. Vishvakarma is the creator of the entire
universe. He is the seer of all. He is one God
and is omnipresent. These are the monotheistic
tendencies in the Rigveda.
From Ritualism to Rationalism
The Indo-Aryans in their early days were more
inclined towards rituals and sacrifices. Those
who were of a rationalistic bent of mind soon
revolted and questioned the very efficacy of
the sacrificial religion. They therefore engaged
themselves in metaphysical problems and
arrived at different solutions of the world
leading to the development of the Upanishads.
Aranyakas and Upanishads
Aranyakas are appendages to Brahmanas
and were composed around 1000 BC in the
calmness of the forests. They mark a transition
from ritualistic to philosophic thought. The
concluding portions of the Aranyakas are the
Upanishads or Vedantas which are intensely
philosophical as well as spiritual and may be
regarded as the cream of Indian philosophy.
The Upanishads are dated to have been written
in about 440 BC.
The monotheistic tendancies of the Rigveda
later led to monism where 'that one' was
identified with the Atman or Brahman in
the Upanishads. This further led to the two
concepts of qualified God (Saguna Brahmana)
and unqualified God (Para or Nirguna
Brahmana).
The Upanishads teach spiritual monism and
mysticism. Upanishads use stories, dialogues,
questions and answers to teach (as a teacher
would) sincere students about metaphysical
and spiritual truths.
Chronology of the Vedas and the
Upanishads
Vedas are the Karma-kanda while the
Aranyakas and Upanishads are the Jana-kanda
of the scriptures. All the Vedas, Brahmanas,
Aryankas and Upanishads are a continuation
of a particular school of thought which is why
their time periods (between one Brahmana
and another, or between one Upanishad and

another) may overlap or differ drastically.
Therefore each Upanishad can be traced in
vertical order up its own tree to a Veda.
Classification of the Schools of Indian
Philosophy
A wave of rationalism gave rise to other
schools of thought like the Charvakas, the
Buddhists and the Jains which deny the
authority of the Vedas. These new schools with
their destructive criticism of everything in
the old system forced the orthodox schools to
organize their beliefs on a more rationalistic
basis. This led to the foundation of the six
systems of orthodox Hindu Philosophy. They
are termed as orthodox because they accept the
authority of the Vedas as transcendental.
The six orthodox systems of thought
developed side-by-side at different intellectual
centers, all over the country and there were
shades of differences between the systems.
Thus, for centuries philosophic thought
developed in India till at last it became so
unmanageable that a regular systematization
of each school of thought was found a great
necessity. This led to Sutra literature. Sutras
are short aphorisms by way of which each
treatise was written systematically. They were
memory aids or clues, to the long discussions
the student had gone through with his teacher
or Guru.
The different schools of Indian philosophy
are not mere elaboration of the teachings of
the Upanishads worth the help of reason.
They invent different theories of Reality by
systematic logical reasoning, appeal to those
texts of the Upanishads which are in favor of
their conclusions and consider those opposed
to their theories as spurious or explain them.
They are an attempt to extend a correct and
infallible explanation and interpretation of the
Upanishads so that there is no room left for
criticism.
Orthodox Systems of Indian Philosophy
Vaisesika philosophy
Kanada, the author of Vaisesika sutra, founded
this system in 300 BC. Later there were other

contributors to this system which lays stress
on particularity or visesa of eternal substances.
It specializes in the philosophy of natural
substances like atoms of earth, water, fire, air
which are eternal. So also are ether, space,
time souls and internal organs. This system
emphasizes on the distinctive qualities of
each physical thing and individual souls. It
advocates the theory of atomism. There is no
clear mention of God made by Kanada in his
sutras but the later contributors have discussed
the nature of God and the creation of this
world.
According to this philosophy, liberation is
the absolute negation of pain which means the
complete destruction of all specific qualities.
Then the self, which is eternal, exists in its
essential nature. Liberation can be achieved by
having knowledge of reality and performance
of duties.
Nyaya
Gautama wrote the Nyaya sutra in 200 BC.
Nyaya sutras are primarily concerned with
epistimology and logic and secondariliy with
ontology.
Nyaya deals with the sources of knowledge,
nature of the world, souls and God. God is
personified as a particular soul who is the
efficient cause of the world but not the material
cause. The Law of Karma emanates from
this moral will. Liberation for the Nyayika
is absolute cessation of pain and rebirth.
The eight-fold yogic practices, listening to
scriptures, reflection and meditation can lead
to attainment of true knowledge of the Self.
This would lead to mukti or liberation.
Samkhya
The originator of this system is Kapila but
the earliest work available in this system is of
Isvarakrsna (200 AD).
The Samkhya philosophy advocates the
ontological dualism of prkriti (nature) and
purusa (soul). Both are eternal, the former
being unconscious and the latter conscious. It
advocates pluralism by maintaining that there
are countless number of Souls, each having
its own spiritual unity and being eternal,
YOGAFRICA SEPTEMBER 2018
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pure, conscious and liberated. It draws a
distinction between jiva, which is empirical
self and purusa which is the transcedental
self. The empirical self is limited in time
and space in its experience and becomes an
agent and enjoyer. It is self limited by egoism.
When these limitations are destroyed by
right discriminations, then the empirical self
becomes identical with the transcendental self
and realizes its intrinsic freedom.
Prakriti which is active but unconscious
(like a blind norm) acts to realize the ends of
purusa which is conscious but inactive (like
a lame man). Prakriti evolves the manifold
world for the purusas. These purusas who
attain discrimination between themselves and
prakriti realise their intrinsic freedom. They
achieve liberation.
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Samkhya is atheistic. There is no need of
postulating God as the creator or supervisor
of the manifoldness of the world. Prakriti is
unintelligent and can be moved neither by
self interest nor by benevolence. The variety
in the world is merely due to the variety of the
soul's merits and dements. Prakriti only acts
consciously to realize the soul's ends.
However, the samkhya sutra denies the
proof for the existence of God but does not
say that God does not exist. Vijnanabhikshu
(a later contributor to the system) admits the
reality of a Supreme Soul. 
The other orthodox systems of Indian
Philosophy, Yoga, Purva Mimamsa and Uttara
Mimamsa (Vedanta) shall be described in the
subsequent issues of Yoga Rahasya.

Freedom awaits
By BKS IYENGAR
Light on Life

When I left India and came to Europe and
America a half century ago, open-mouthed
audiences gaped at the presentation of
yogasana positions, seeing them as some exotic
form of contortionism. These very same asanas
have now been embraced by many millions
of people throughout the world, and their
physical and therapeutic benefits are widely
acknowledged. This in itself is an extraordinary
transformation, as yoga has lit a fire in the
hearts of so many.
I set off in yoga seventy years ago when
ridicule, rejection, and outright condemnation
were the lot of a seeker through yoga even in
its native land of India. Indeed, if I had become
a sadhu, a mendicant holy man, wandering
the great trunk roads of British India, begging
bowl in hand, I would have met with less
derision and won more respect. At one time, I
was asked to become a sannyasin and renounce
the world, but I declined. I wanted to live as
an ordinary householder with all the trials and
tribulations of life and to take my yoga practice
to average people who share with me the
common life of work, marriage, and children.
I was blessed with all three, including a long
and joyous marriage to my beloved late wife,
Ramamani, children, and grandchildren.
The life of a householder is difficult, and
it always has been. Most of us encounter
hardship and suffering, and many are plagued
by physical and emotional pain, stress, sadness,
loneliness, and anxiety. While we often think of
these as the problems caused by the demands
of modern life, human life has always had the
same hardships and the same challenges —
making a living, raising a family, and finding
meaning and purpose.
These have always and will always be the
challenges that we humans face. As animals,
we walk the earth. As bearers of a divine
essence, we are among the stars. As human
beings, we are caught in the middle, seeking to

reconcile the paradox of how to make our way
upon the earth while striving for something
more permanent and more profound. So many
seek this greater Truth in the heavens, but it
lies much closer than the clouds. It is within
us and can be found by anyone on the Inward
Journey.
What most people want is the same. Most
people simply want physical and mental
health, understanding and wisdom, and peace
and freedom. Often our means of pursuing
these basic human needs come apart at the
seams, as we are pulled by the different and
often competing demands of human life.
Yoga, as it was understood by its sages, is
designed to satisfy all these human needs in
a comprehensive, seamless whole. Its goal
is nothing less than to attain the integrity
of oneness—oneness with ourselves and
as a consequence oneness with all that lies
beyond ourselves. We become the harmonious
microcosm in the universal macrocosm.
Oneness, what I often call integration, is the
foundation for wholeness, inner peace, and
ultimate freedom.
Yoga allows you to rediscover a sense of
wholeness in your life, where you do not feel
like you are constantly trying to fit the broken
pieces together. Yoga allows you to find an
inner peace that is not ruffled and riled by
the endless stresses and struggles of life. Yoga
allows you to find a new kind of freedom that
you may not have known even existed. To a
yogi, freedom implies not being battered by the
dualities of life, its ups and downs, its pleasures
and its suffering. It implies equanimity and
ultimately that there is an inner serene core of
one's being that is never out of touch with the
unchanging, eternal infinite.
As I have said already, anyone can embark
YOGAFRICA SEPTEMBER 2018
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on the Inward Journey. Life itself seeks
fulfillment as plants seek the sunlight. The
Universe did not create Life in the hope that
the failure of the majority would underscore
the success of the few. Spiritually at least, we
live in a democracy, an equal opportunity
society.
Yoga is not meant to be a religion or a
dogma for any one culture. While yoga sprang
from the soil of India, it is meant as a universal
path, a way open to all regardless of their birth
and background. Patanjali used the expression
sarvabhauma—universal—some 2,500 years
ago. We are all human beings, but we have
been taught to think of ourselves as Westerners
or Easterners. If we were left to ourselves, we
would simply be individual human beings—
no Africans, no Indians, no Europeans, no
Americans. Coming from India, I inevitably
developed certain Indian characteristics
adopted from the culture in which I was
nurtured. We all do this. There is no difference
in the soul—what I call the "Seer." The
difference comes only between the "garments"
of the seer—the ideas about our selves that
we wear. Break them. Do not feed them with
divisive ideas. That is what yoga teaches. When
you and I meet together, we forget ourselves—
our cultures and classes. There are no divisions,
and we talk mind to mind, soul to soul. We are
no different in our deepest needs. We are all
human.
Yoga recognizes that the way our bodies
and minds work has changed very little over
the millennia. The way we function inside our
skin is not susceptible to differ either in time
or from place to place. In the functioning of
our minds, in our way of relating to each other,
there are inherent stresses, like geological fault
lines that, left unaddressed, will always cause
things to go wrong, whether individually or
collectively. The whole thrust of the yogic
philosophical and scientific inquiry has
therefore been to examine the nature of being,
with a view to learning to respond to the
stresses of life without so many tremors and
troubles.
Yoga does not look on greed, violence, sloth,
excess, pride, lust, and fear as ineradicable
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forms of original sin that exist to wreck our
happiness—or indeed on which to found
our happiness. They are seen as natural, if
unwelcome, manifestations of the human
disposition and predicament that are to be
solved, not suppressed or denied. Our flawed
mechanisms of perception and thought are not
a cause for grief (though they bring us grief),
but an opportunity to evolve, for an internal
evolution of consciousness that will also make
possible in a sustainable form our aspirations
toward what we call individual success and
global progress.
Yoga is the rule book for playing the game
of Life, but in this game no one needs to lose. It
is tough, and you need to train hard. It requires
the willingness to think for yourself, to observe
and correct, and to surmount occasional
setbacks. It demands honesty, sustained
application, and above all love in your heart. If
you are interested to understand what it means
to be a human being, placed between earth and
sky, if you are interested in where you come
from and where you will be able to go, if you
want happiness and long for freedom, then
you have already begun to take the first steps
toward the journey inward.
The rules of nature cannot be bent. They
are impersonal and implacable. But we do play
with them. By accepting nature's challenge
and joining the game, we find ourselves on a
windswept and exciting journey that will pay
benefits commensurate to the time and effort
we put in the lowest being our ability to tie
our own shoelaces when we are eighty and
the highest being the opportunity to taste the
essence of life itself. 

Learning and
Teaching Yoga
By KIRSTEN AGAR WARD

lyengar Yoga News No. 17 - Autumn 2010

This article in two parts was inspired by classes
attended during a trip to Pune in December
2010 and on talking further with Prashantji.
It explores some issues around learning
and teaching yoga. There is a danger that
we become stuck at a basic level and never
properly get to grips with what it really means
to ‘learn' yoga. We might "know" a lot of
biomechanical points (ie generally have picked
them up second- or third-hand), how to adjust
etc but we need to understand that learning
and teaching yoga involves much more than
this, that it is a culturing process at all levels
of our being, not only body. So we should not
get stuck at this basic level in our learning and
teaching. We have to keep moving forward,
not become impressed with what we 'know',
congratulating ourselves on how far we have
come — that way lies arrogance and stagnation
Part I — Learning
What is learning and how do we do it?
The initial stage of learning is learning how to
do and we attend class and practise in order to
do. In this rudimentary stage we need a certain
amount of spoon-feeding to get us started, so it
is appropriate that the teacher gives us various
biomechanical instructions, such as lift this,
press that, rotate here, extend there etc.

"Work on learning better not doing
better"
Consequently we might mistakenly think that
learning is soaking up more and more points,
equating accumulating a longer list of "known"
(actually second- or third-hand) technical
points with having learned more, especially

as we become more skilled and fluent in their
execution. But, even as these points become
more connected and intricate, this is still
learning how to do, albeit in a slightly more
sophisticated way, it's still at the rudimentary
end of a learning continuum. In other words
beyond the elementary stage learning is not
merely a matter of memorising and applying
information given to us by someone else.

"You are all learning to do and you
are never doing for learning and
that is why you are missing the
studentship"
Actually real learning might be said to begin
when we start to explore ourselves, to apply
and generalise what we have begun to grasp in
one context to others, for example to consider
whether a technical point applies more widely
than we have been specifically told, to explore
the links between asanas and begin to discover
for ourselves. It has to sprout from our own
experience. Importantly we need to shift from
applying and generalising points to applying
and generalising a process of study and
exploration way beyond the biomechanical,
which, if we are fortunate, our teachers are
guiding us towards. In other words moving
into a real learning culture, and beyond that
into studying yoga.
I use the word study carefully, not in the
casual way which has become commonplace
— one might hear it said "I have studied
yoga for twenty years" meaning "I have
[erratically] attended classes once or twice a
week for twenty years [and barely gave yoga
a moment's thought between classes]"; that
is definitely NOT study! This time-serving
YOGAFRICA SEPTEMBER 2018
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mentality is missing the point; we don't get
anywhere with yoga just for physically turning
up! It is possible to attend classes for decades
and learn nothing at all or else only pick up
biomechanical points.
In-dependence
In learning and studying we are endeavouring
to become independent. Not in the sense
of being without dependence on others
(delusional since we can never be independent
of others: interdependence is reality) but in
the particular sense of realising our ultimate
dependence on our own core Self (as distinct
from ‘I’ or 'me'). Over time one is depending
less on the teacher to feed points, but the
teacher remains as a guide in a more subtle
way. So in their teaching Guruji, Geetaji
and Prashantji are helping to discipline and
organise our thinking and approach so that
we can move closer to yoga. Thus teaching is
the other side of the learning coin: we have to
teach ourselves even if we are not intending to
teach others.
Moving along this Learning Continuum
There will of course be individual differences
in rate of moving along this continuum but
generally it will be gradual. It is a process in
which, with the guidance of our teachers,
we become more aware of the possibilities,
engage actively with it, get more organised
in our approach, develop understanding,
become more sensitive and disciplined and
our discriminative powers improve, as yogic
culture is instilled. This process is well beyond
technical point gathering and performance.
Yoga is a transformative setting-right process,
not only physically but in all aspects of our
embodiment such that our Self is revealed.
We have to put our intellect to this and
question whether our endeavour is fit for such
a description. Can we honestly say "I have
studied yoga for 20 years"? Do we even qualify
as learners never mind students?

Some pointers for learning
We have to want to learn and we have to
cultivate in ourselves our ability to learn. In
class we have to make ourselves teachable; if we
are arrogant, complacent, inattentive, casual,
forgetful then we are un-teachable, no matter
how good the teacher.
We should move towards being process —
rather than goal-oriented in the sense of
engaging with the process rather than being
concerned with being able to "do" ever more
difficult poses (though we should be goaloriented in the sense of keeping in mind the
real goal of yoga). The process is investigative,
involves developing our sensitivity and
awareness and of course involves lots of
practice. To learn well we have to practise well.
Initially we are practising in order to do
or do better what we have been taught in
class, to consolidate points etc. But we need
to move beyond this specific content to apply
the methodology implicit in our classes in our
own investigations, to really begin to study, so
we start to find out for ourselves. We have to
actively engage with it, not mindlessly repeat
and just be stuck there. Thus our teacher
might have taught us something about the
connection of the stretch of the inner ankle
and the inner knee in a certain asana, but we
shouldn't stop there merely etching that piece
of information onto our consciousness. What
about that connection in other asanas? What
about the myriad other connections between
inner ankles and elsewhere in the body? And
the effect on the state of mind and the breath?
And how the breath and mind can be utilised
to help? Or what about how I should approach
it when I am in such and such a condition
—tired body, tired mind, sick, emotionally
disturbed, hot, cold etc. (we shouldn't always
be running to the teacher to sort us out; we
have to try to work it out ourselves, this will
deepen our understanding and will help us
devise a process(es) through which we can
investigate and learn better). Through our own

"It is possible to keep on only with biomechanics
for thirty years, but what is missing?"
12
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investigations we should become more skilled
in knowing what we should do and how and
when. Crucially as practice goes on we have to
use our prepared state to learn something of
yoga.
Thus, assuming we have found a teacher
who is not merely passing on biomechanical
points, then we have to as Prashantji says, "read
between the lines", so that rather than passively
soaking up points, consider why we are being
asked to do things, why now and not then,
why this sequence, why they used this word
and not that word and so on. This requires
and cultivates attentiveness and develops
our own skills at choosing the right word,
understanding sequence and links, develops
awareness and sensitivity etc.
We can't reasonably expect our teacher to tell
us everything —there simply wouldn't be time.
Moreover it would not be helpful since the
time when the teacher tells us something might
not be the right time for us to understand it —
hence the common experience of "I know I was
told this lots of times but I've only just `got' it".

about what we are learning, and that must be
justifiable according to our level of preparation
(both within a practice and over time). By the
end of a practice we should not be so much
doing the pose but rather using that elevated,
prepared (physically, intellectually, reflectively)
condition to learn yoga from the pose.

"Often question your-self what am I
learning ? Or am I doing?"

"[After the beginners' stage] go
to class not to learn in it but rather
to learn what we should learn and
how we should learn."

There has to be a certain readiness to learn
something which isn't solely about wanting to
learn it.
A class situation is necessarily artificial,
there are time constraints, hence Prashantji
says a class is too short to enable a longer
process such as learning to occur. Moreover
there are differences between class members in
potentialities, condition, aptitude, ability, stage
etc., yet learning is indigenous and individual.
So whilst beginners learn in the class, when we
are more experienced we should go to class not
to learn in it but rather to learn what we should
learn and how we should learn. Every class
should give you projects to work on yourself.
The real and most important learning is done
in one's own practice outside the class.
So we should work on learning better
not doing better. We need to get out of the
habit of incessantly doing; we should be clear

Some Pitfalls for Learners
Demanding Spoon-Feeding
A common pitfall is being drawn to, even
demanding, spoon-feeding. We have to take
responsibility for ourselves and endeavour
to find out for ourselves. The teacher can
guide and support us when necessary but
they are not a substitute for personal effort
and understanding. When a teacher gives
us information it might not be at the right
moment for us and in any case second- (or
third- or fourth-) hand learning is inferior to
first-hand. Isn't it also in some sense unethical,
a kind of parasitism or dishonesty, if we try to
pass it off as "What I have learned"?

Sometimes people are heard to say "I didn't
learn anything in that class", the implication
being that the teacher was at fault (rather than
themselves!) because they did not give the
person any new technical points to add to their
list. It reflects a consumer's mindset " I have
paid £xx therefore I am entitled to xx points
in exchange"(!) We should be very vigilant to
prevent of this sort of mentality creeping in.
Learning yoga does not mean gathering points.
Why do we have this tendency? It seems
that we want to accumulate but also we want
reassurance and certainty. It is also manifest
in trainee teachers or pupils demanding to be
told the way to teach/do a pose and becoming
frustrated when one set of instructions appears
to contradict previous ones. This desire for
certainty is a manifestation of fear, as such
YOGAFRICA SEPTEMBER 2018
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ultimately a manifestation of abhinivesa. The
problem is that looking for reassurance and
certainty from outside will always be limited
and disappointing; we have to look and find
certainty within. If we limit ourselves by only
looking outside, and our teachers cultivate that
in us, then we lose confidence in ourselves and
further undermine our ability to go within, so
actually we get further from yoga. No one else
can ever tell you everything; yon have to feel
it and articulate it from within and this inner
ability is massively greater than the ability of
anyone outside to convey to us.
Becoming Puffed-Up
When we meet with some success for example
gaining some mastery over a pose, knowing a
lot, developing sensitivity, etc. there is a danger

14
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that we think “I learned this". Inevitably this
will prevent us from attaining yoga. Instead we
should cultivate a sense of reverence for the
teacher within (divinity) and in so doing allow
that teacher to teach us (in-tuition). It is only
through divinity that our faculties function and
we get knowledge. If we remember this then
we cannot become arrogant.
Looking for Comfort
We should not be seeking comfort or to feel
good in class or practice. That is to miss the
point. Some discomfort, not only physically
but also mentally and emotionally, is necessary.
If you only go to class or practice to feel nice
during and after it then you are not going to
get anywhere with yoga, that is bhoga. 

Centenary Celebration WAM –
Johannesburg
In Celebration of Sri BKS Iyengar’s
Centenary year, an open Iyengar Class
was held at WAM (Wits Art Museum) in
February this year.
This was the South African Iyengar Yoga
Institute's first official open event.
Iyengar students, students from other
schools of yoga and absolute beginners
attended this session.
Carla Rech taught a detailed class suitable
for all-level practitioners. It was a great
example of showing (and sharing) Iyengar
Yoga to newcomers. 

YOGAFRICA SEPTEMBER 2018
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A Gem for
Women –
Johannesburg
Yoga, A Gem for Women, on 26 May was
another successful open event that was well
attended by both our Institute members
and those new to Iyengar Yoga. Gudrun
von Wimmersperg generously shared her
experience, wisdom and knowledge as she
took us on a journey of exploration and deep
understanding of how yoga is a companion for
women of all ages and stages. It was held at The
Sanctuary Gardens in Houghton, which was a
beautiful venue for autumn yoga. 

16
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International Yoga Day –
Johannesburg
Gauteng celebrated International Day of Yoga
at Wits Art Museum on Sunday 24 June. The
event was well attended by members, those
new-to-Iyengar-Yoga and absolute beginners.
Lars Kruger held the space and taught the
session with depth, kindness and clarity. 

YOGAFRICA SEPTEMBER 2018
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Guru Purnima –
Cape Town
We came together to honour and give thanks
to our beloved Guruji BKS Iyengar for his work
on yoga and his enormous generosity of spirit
throughout his life. 

Guru Purnima Centenary Celebration at the Milnerton Town Hall on 28th July
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Iyengar Yoga Workshops with
Corine Biria
CAPE TOWN
WHEN:
General level workshop 29 Sept 2018
Teacher workshop** 25 – 29 Sept 2018
WHERE
Erin Hall, Rondebosch (25-28th Sept)
Jan van Riebeeck High School, Tamboerskloof
(29th Sept)

JOHANNESBURG
Weekend workshop:
Sat 22 & Sun 23 September 2018
Unisa Conference Centre, Mondeor,
Johannesburg
Corine is a senior Iyengar Yoga teacher
with a wealth of knowledge and experience
which she imparts with passion, energy and
generosity. It is a unique combination of her
love of yoga, her solid grounding in its moral
and ethical code, and her constant emphasis
on precision that makes her an excellent
and well respected teacher. She has written
a book on the sages in India mythology and
has run the Iyengar Yoga Centre of Paris with
her husband Faeq since 1984. Along with
Faeq, she is responsible for teacher training
in Paris. We are very much looking forward to
welcoming Corine back to Johannesburg.
To register, please contact Annamarie Wallis yogaedenvale@gmail.com

COST
25-29th Sept R3200 (for all 5 days)
25-28th Sept R2600 (for 4 days)
29th Sept only
Members:
Early Bird: R720 / After September 7th: R800
Non-members:
Early-bird: R810 / After September 7th: R900
Teacher Workshop **
Our idea is that teachers attend, not only to
benefit from Corine’s knowledge but also to
connect with each other. To study and learn
under the guidance of a teacher of Corine’s
calibre is a special event and should not be
missed. We strongly feel that our community
of teachers should participate in this kind of
enrichment every 2 or 3 years. In addition,
we have many new teachers who have never
shared in this kind of experience, and we feel
it is important to provide the opportunity
regularly. There will be a session or 2
dedicated to philosophy, as well as honing
observation skills and performing safe and
effective adjustments. If time permits, teachers
will have the opportunity to ask Corine advice
about any issues in their own practice.
To register, please contact Liesel Lumley
bksiyengarwc@gmail.com
082 459 8444
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Regional Committees structure
CENTRAL COMMITTEE

CHAIR
Carla Rech
jacobsrech@gmail.com

SECRETARY
Rose Sonnenberg
rose@buntman.com

BOOKSTORE
Kim Frankel
frankels1@mweb.co.za

ARCHIVES
Rahle Dusheiko
yoga@onthemat.co.za

TREASURER & WEBSITE
Stratford Canning
scanning@icon.co.za

ASSESSMENT COMMITTEE

CHAIR
Pat Deacon
ddeacon@worldonline.co.za
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REGISTRAR
Riva Hirschowitz
riva.hirschowitz@gmail.com

TREASURER
Stratford Canning
scanning@icon.co.za

CERTIFICATION MARK & ETHICS COMMITTEE

CHAIR
Pat Deacon
ddeacon@worldonline.co.za

YOGAFRICA

EDITOR
Toni Geyve
tgeyve@gmail.com

DESIGN & LAYOUT
Lauren Rycroft
lauren.rycroft@gmail.com

CAPE AND KZN TEACHER MENTORING

Brigitta Tummon

Judy Farah
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GAUTENG COMMITTEE

SECRETARY
Annemarie Wallis
annamarie@samerc.co.za

CATERING
Michele Higginson
mhigginson@crabtree-evelyn.co.za
CLOTHING — DESIGN
Pravina Ranchod
vinnyogini@gmail.com
CLOTHING — SALES
Kantilal Parshotam
iamkantilal@gmail.com

FOR EQUIPMENT
Monica Tweehuysen
monicatwee@absamail.co.za
011 648 7383
082 425 0858

SWAZILAND COMMITTEE

CHAIR
Mo Marshak
mojemar@gmail.com
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SECRETARY
Hilde Smoor-Samson
hilde@livinginafrica.com

KWAZULU-NATAL COMMITTEE

CHAIR
Marc Kress
marckress@gmail.com

VICE CHAIR
Kaz Wilson
nutritionalyoga@gmail.com

SECRETARY
Matt Wilson
kznmuthi@gmail.com

TREASURER
Vijay Naidoo
vijay@saol.com
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WESTERN CAPE COMMITTEE
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CHAIR
Eileen Weinronk
weincox@iafrica.com

VICE CHAIR
Marianne Wiid
yoganannie@gmail.com

SECRETARY
Liesel Lumley
liesellumley@icloud.com

TREASURER
Stratford Canning
scanning@icon.co.za

EQUIPMENT
Pat Deacon
ddeacon@worldonline.co.za

EQUIPMENT
Ina Gerber
ina@yogastudio.co.za

LIBRARY
Eva Mihal
admin@moyacentre.co.za

CLOTHING
Emilie Oosthuizen
emilieoosthuizen5@gmail.com
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Regional Workshop dates 2018
GAUTENG
• Sat 22 to Sun 23 Sep – Corine Biria
Weekend Workshop
• Sat 24 November – End of Year
Workshop
KIMBERLY
• Saturday 29 Sept - workshop with
Martin

WESTERN CAPE
• Tues 25 to Fri 28 Sep – Corine Biria
(teachers' workshop), Erin Hall
• Sat 29 Sep – Corine Biria (all welcome)
• Knysna workshop at The Lotus Studio
Saturday 3 November - 9h – 13h with
Ina Gerber

YOGAFRICA SEPTEMBER 2018
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NOTICES & ADVERTS
MONTHLY SATURDAY MORNING
PRANAYAMA
with Ina Gerber
4 Pastorie Park, Reitz Street, Somerset Wes
9H30 TO 11H30
For further information:
083 3035477
http://yogastudio.co.za
ina@yogastudio.co.za

Equipment made to order:

Set of 4 foam covers
Strap with square buckle 2.4m
Firm Rectangle Bolsters (cotton filling)
Soft Round bolsters (cotton filling)
Sand bag 3 kg
Long breathing pillow

Small back bender R400
Yoga props made to order.
Contact Marianne at yoganannie@gmail.com
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Please contact Monica Tweehuysen
monicatweehuysen@gmail.com
082 425 0858

Yoga props made to order
Hand made and sealed.
Contact Theresa: 082 465 7741

Iyengar Yoga Benches

Meranti: R1200
Pine: R1000
Contact: Uri Rubin on 072 787 5450
web: lotusdesigns.live

Lightweight large blocks
R80 per block (R160 for a pair)
12 × 23 × 7.5 cm
Blocks are wider and taller than the
normal blocks and are very light.
Contact Paula Viljoen at
heypesto@telkomsa.net
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NOW ONLY R50!

To mark our 40th anniversary, we put
together a photographic record of our
history, gathered from the personal
memories of our own community.
Contact: Kim Frankel
Email: frankels1@mweb.co.za
Tel: +27(0)21 789 2075
Mobile: +27(0)84 605 3610
www.bksiyengar.co.za

Did you know that we
have a Facebook page?

www.facebook.com/BKSIyengarZA
or just search for
BKS Iyengar Institute of Southern Africa
Join our online community for:

VIDEOS + EVENTS + INFO + INSPIRATION

Now that’s something
worth “liking”!
See you online…
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+27 (0)21 761 4658
info@bksiyengar.co.za
BKSIyengarZA

www.bksiyengar.co.za
+27 (0)21 761 4658
info@bksiyengar.co.za
BKSIyengarZA

www.bksiyengar.co.za
“Action is movement with intelligence. The world is filled
with movement. What the world needs is more conscious
movement, more action.”
– GURUJI B.K.S. IYENGAR
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